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Introduction

The Underwater Inspection System (UISTM) is an integrated 3D sonar system for underwater
inspection applications, specifically port and harbor construction, maintenance, port
expansion, maritime security, and route clearance surveys. The system can be used to rapidly
assess storm damage, find sunken debris and provide baseline maps of critical infrastructure.
The UIS™ is the only system that can be used for multiple applications to produce detailed
high resolution GPS referenced scans of bulkheads, piers, bridges and pilings and also be used
to inspect and clear shipping channels. Furthermore the UIS™ can image and classify divers
and underwater vehicles.
The UIS™ mounted on a small vessel provides a port security authority with the best-in-class
capability to detect underwater anomalies that could be IEDs (improvised explosive devices)
or other suspicious underwater objects present in the port environment. It is designed to
cope with challenges of low visibility and high currents.
Geo-referenced 3D sonar returns along with camera data are stored in a GIS database
allowing easy comparison from one scan to the next. This data can be stored for as long as is
required to allow the port security authority to increase its Maritime Domain Awareness.
Easy identification from both real-time 3D and 2D edge detection sonar displays make the
UIS™ an ideal tool for a variety of underwater inspection applications:











Surveys of critical infrastructure
Construction and expansion
Berth monitoring
Dredging operations
Bulkhead maintenance
Post disaster inspection, salvage and recovery
Search, recovery and evidence gathering
Bridge, dam and structural inspection and assessment
Ship’s hull inspection for security, contraband detection
Port, harbor and strategic asset inspection

UIS™ Product Overview
Highlights


The world’s only underwater real-time 3D high resolution inspection sonar system



Unique co-referenced topside video and subsurface dataset allows for intuitive operation



Provides maximum inspection area coverage



Real Time Decision Making Capability



Patented 3D mosaics and real time scene visualization



GPS referenced data accurate to 10cm/4”



No specialist sonar operator training required; Easy to operate



Boat, ROV, AUV or fixed installation - same system for multiple applications and uses



Compact and portable Pelicase packed system for easy shipping and transfer from one vessel to another

Features


Real-time 3D imaging



Intuitive 3D visualization with GPS referenced data



Platform independent



Fully integrated with other sensors

Benefits


Visualize the complete underwater scene instantaneously



Lower port operating costs



Reduced risk on construction and expansion projects



Enhanced port security



Continuity of port operations in difficult conditions (no down time)



Detailed and accurate regardless of the water conditions.

Figure 1 UIS™ Product Overview
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Figure 2 Detection by UIS™ of Limpet Mine on starboard side of the USS Intrepid

Figure 3 UIS™ image of a bridge base

2 UIS™ Description
The UIS™ is an integrated real-time 3D sonar system for underwater inspection applications,
specifically maritime security, port and harbor maintenance and intruder visualization and
classification. The components of the UIS™ are:


Echoscope® - The world's only 3-D Real Time sonar, Echoscope® forms the heart of
the system providing the operator with true real-time 3D sonar data in even the
murkiest of waters. Using the supplied software and PC based acquisition and display
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system users can move their eye around the 3-D dataset to quickly identify targets.
The sonar produces 16,384 data beams/ ping with a ping rate of up to 15Hz.
Octopus F190+ Inertial Attitude and Positioning System - An Octopus pre-calibrated
F190+ series motion reference unit provides inertial attitude, heading and positioning
input. Supplied in a pre-calibrated housing it ensures both rapid deployment and
negligible start-up times. This system measures the vessel’s heave, roll, pitch, heading
and precise position, enabling the UIS™ to accurately visualize a larger underwater
volume/area.
Topside Digital Video Camera - Weatherproof IP based day/night digital surface video
camera shares the same field of view as the sonar below the waterline creating a
seamless above and below the waterline dataset.
Data Integration Unit (DIU 212) - The hub of the UIS™ is the DIU mission control and
storage center. The DIU integrates the UIS™ components. The DIU not only manages
all connections but provides the primary data storage solution for data acquisition
during the mission. Using the fixed shock mounted disk storage the system is capable
of recording several days’ worth of Echoscope®, video and positional data.
Pole Mount - A modular pole mount is supplied for securing both the Echoscope® 3D
imaging sonar and the above waterline camera. The sonar head mounting bracket can
be manually rotated and tilted to provide flexible and user defined viewing angles.
Cables - a complete cable set to connect the Echoscope®, F190+ and topside camera
to the DIU and then to the visualization and control PC.
Real Time Visualization & Control PC - a PC based platform complete with preinstalled UIS™ real time visualization software.
Manuals: Complete digital and hardcopy manual set.
Training & Warranty Plan: A full training and initial warranty plan.

3 Echoscope® 3D Imaging Sonar Technical Description
The following section describes the performance characteristics of the Echoscope® 3D realtime sonar. The form factor of the sonar is shown below with its single cable connector point.

Echoscope® Sonar Head
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Echoscope® Sonar Head – Technical Description
The main features are given below.
Feature
Dimensions
Weight
Power consumption
Depth rating
Transmit frequency
Number of beams
Maximum ping rate
Maximum range
Minimum range
Range Resolution
Angular coverage
Angular coverage (Multi-Face)

Description
380 x 300 x 160 mm
22 kg in air approximately 12 kg in salt water
10 Amps for 10 msec. (max. start-up)
with subsequent operational current of
4-6 A (max) at 27 VDC (minimum 24 VDC)
600 m (3,000 m optional)
375 kHz (610/375 kHz optional)
128 x 128
(16,384 beams in total per ping)
12 pings per second
450 ft (375 kHz); 150 ft (610 kHz)
(dependent on target strength and grazing angle)
3 ft
4.0 cm (375 kHz); 3.0 cm with 610 kHz
50°x 50°
50° x 50° or 25° x 25° or 50°x 25° or 25°x 50°

Each output ping from the sonar insonifies the entire volume being imaged by the device – for
example, the standard surface-deployed Echoscope® insonifies an area 50°x 50°, to a
maximum range of approximately 600 ft. (depending on target strength). Phased-array
technology is used in the planar receive array to form a large number of beams in both the
horizontal and vertical directions, allowing range and target strength data to be obtained for
each point on a grid representing the volume being insonified. This is illustrated below.

Figure 4. Example of one ‘white’ insonification grid point

The standard Echoscope® forms 128 beams vertically and 128 horizontally (using a receive
array composed of 48x48 channels), so the 50° x 50° field of view is decomposed into 16,384
beams, each with a horizontal and vertical width of around 0.4°.
The sonar head houses sonar projectors and the receive array panel. Beam-forming, focusing
and first-pass seabed detection are carried out in the sonar head. Data is output from the
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sonar head over a copper connection cable (Ethernet UDP). Power (24 to 30 VDC) for the
sonar head is supplied via the same cable from a power source. Communication signals are
also sent through this same cable to and from the sonar head.

Figure 5. Real-time measuring of a boulder
lying on a seabed

4 F190+ GPS Aided Inertial Attitude and Positioning System
The F190+ GPS aided motion reference units provide very accurate heading, position and
motion reference data (heave, pitch and roll) in order to aid the quality of the Echoscope 3D
imaging sonar. Blending the long term stability of GPS, DGPS or RTK signals with the short
term benefits of an inertial measurement unit (IMU), the F190+ has fast become the Motion
Reference Unit (MRU) system of choice for many leading survey companies around the world.
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Components of the F190+
The F190+ comes with L1/L2 frequency reception on both the primary and secondary antenna
for rapid heading initialization and overall system calibration. Once calibrated, the system will
output, at 100 Hz, Kalman filtered and accurate information such as




Heading
Position
Heave, pitch and roll

The F190+ will accept inputs from an RTK roaming receiver, differential signals from a DGPS
box, or will work in ‘stand-alone’ mode via GPS signals. The full component list for supply is
noted below:










Dual NovAtel pin-wheel technology antennas (L1/L2 on both antennas)
Single IMU box (Inertial Measurement Unit)
Pair of 15 m antenna cables
Ruggedized portable carrying case
System Manual and installation guide
Windows based software for installation setup and QC assistance
Main I/O connecting leads
24 / 7 technical support
12-months return to base warranty

5 Pre-Calibrated Housing for the F190+
For added benefit in terms of secure system mounting and faster heading initialization and
calibration times when an F190+ is mounted, the F180 Series Pre-Calibrated Housing is used.

As shown above, a standard flange mount is secured to an appropriate point on the boat
(normally on the mounting pole). The two L1/L2 antennas are mounted as shown at a known
and accurate baseline distance. Both cables from each antenna run through the stainless steel
tube and into the F190+ IMU purple box. The IMU is housed in the central section of the precalibrated housing (which is behind the F180 series Pre-Calibrated label on the above picture).
Output cables (maximum length of 5 m supplied) run from this unit to the Advanced DIU.
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6 Data Integration Unit ( DIU 212)
The DIU 212 provides an interconnecting interface point for the Echoscope® sonar head, the
F190+ and the video camera. The complete hardware is housed in a splash-proof housing and
can operate with an AC or DC power supply.
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Figure 6. Front face of the DIU showing interconnect points

The DIU system internally houses a small industrial PC that runs the Windows XP® operating
system, on which custom Coda Octopus applications run. The Coda Octopus applications are
collectively known as the DIU software and perform input/output to the Echoscope™ head
(via serial and Ethernet interfaces), perform communications to the top-end unit (via
Ethernet), record data to an internal hard disk drive (HDD) and integrate navigation and/or
attitude information, typically from an Octopus F180 Series, and video data from a Coda
Octopus supplied camera, into the Echoscope® data for recording and passing to the top-end.
7 UIS Survey Explorer™ Software
Our proprietary software, the Survey Explorer, used for acquisition, display, and playback of
Echoscope data, runs on the mission control laptop and is extremely intuitive and easy to
operate. It combines top side digital video data, together with Echoscope® 3D real-time sonar
data and navigational charts to produce an easy to understand display.
For added ease of use and object detection, Coda Octopus has created an additional data
view using edge detection algorithms that effectively transform 3D data into a 2D view. This
view helps the operator detect objects both in real time and in replay mode. An additional
feature is the ability to ‘mark’ a target or underwater anomaly which can be later reviewed
quickly and easily post-mission. Additionally, a marker can be annotated with a description,
position and measurements. The operator can elect to view the actual sonar ping data
singularly or with the previous 20 pings and subsequent 20 pings both in the 3D world and 2D
edge detection images. This means an object viewed in each of the 2D edge detection images
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is a real target e.g. a diver and those objects that disappear from one 2D snapshot to the next
are classed noise.
The user is able to quickly and easily rotate their eye around the 3D Echoscope® sonar data
world and can elect to show only the current ping, some sonar pings or all pings. By selecting
to show all pings the sonar can be seen to fill in any gaps. It does this by hitting the same
target from multiple angles while traversing past the object or feature. As a result, the user
can literally ‘see around’ an object, which is an added benefit for subsea security missions.
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Camera view

2D edge detection

Chart view
3D real-time data

Figure 7. UIS display showing real-time 3D sonar images of a wreck in Oakland along with camera,
2D and chart views.

2D view in edge detection mode

3D real-time data

Figure 8. 3D view of pipe sections next to a quay wall
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8 Optional Dual Frequency Multi-Face projector (375/610 kHz)
The standard 375 kHz projector, on the Echoscope® sonar head, ensonifies a total viewing
volume measuring 50° x 50°. Within this volume the Echoscope ®sonar will resolve 128 x 128,
or a total of 16,384, beams per ping.
However, with one of our latest developments, we can now supply a Multi‐Face 375 kHz
projector which is constructed from 9 individual cells. From a software controlled option on
the top‐side PC the user can choose one of four cell combinations in order to specify a
different viewing volume depending on how the user wishes to image the subsea scene or
alternatively to reduce surface return noise.
It is important to note that regardless of which cell combination is chosen, there will always
be 16,384 beams resolved per ping. Hence a 50° x 50° volume will have 0.39° beam spacing,
while a 25° x 25° volume will have higher spatial accuracy by having narrower 0.19° beam
spacing. The cell nomenclature for the Multi‐Face 375 kHz projector is shown below.
A
D
G

B
E
H

C
F
I

Figure 9. Multi-Face Projector showing the 9 cells, referenced A to I.

Combinations of software user-selectable cell combinations include: (1) cell references A-I
provide a total opening angle of 50°x 50°, (2) E provides a 25°x 25° total opening angle
(700kHz option see Paragraph 4), (3) cells D-F provide a total opening angle of 50°x 25°, and
(4) cells B, E, H provide a total opening angle of 25°x 50°.
Through a combination of a new version of internal channel board design and a new multiface projector we can increase the projector frequency of the sonar from 375 kHz to 610 kHz.
This feature allows the operator to use the various viewing angles above with 375 kHz but
when operating in the 25° x 25° total opening angle, the user can elect via a software
selection to increase the frequency up to 610 kHz, essentially “zooming in” and doubling the
resolution.
The 610 kHz frequency will enable the user to resolve smaller targets due to beam width
reduction. However, the maximum range is shorter to approximately 120-150 ft, dependent
on the target strength of the object.
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